In the present study a multi-part mirror is developed for focusing only a scattered light effectively. The multipart mirror is composed from several elliptic mirrors. Several elliptic mirrors are installed on the surface of the multi-part mirror. Primary focal points of all elliptic mirrors lie on the surface of the multi-part mirror. Secondary focal points of all elliptic mirrors are located in the same point above the multi-part mirror. The mirror surface of elliptic mirrors is small; so many elliptic mirrors are densely placed on the multi-part mirror. A large amount of light passing from various directions through the primary focal points densely packed on the multi-part mirror surface is reflected from the mirror surface and focused in the secondary focal points. The multi-part mirror was designed as described above. Mirror surfaces of the elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror and location of primary focal points of the elliptic mirrors were designed. Design parameters necessary to densely place the elliptic mirrors on the multi-part mirror were determined. The actual multi-part mirror was manufactured using these determined design parameters. The manufactured multi-part mirror was exposed to a diffused light. The intensity of scattered light focused in the secondary focal points was measured. The measured light intensity shows the focusing efficiency of the multi-part mirror.
Introduction
Thermal collectors are widely used to utilize the solar energy as thermal energy. Thermal collectors are divided into fixed non-concentrating and concentrating types (New Solar Energy Utilization Handbook, 2016) . In non-concentrated fixed collector the sunlight that enters the thermal collector directly, is absorbed as heat. Concentrating thermal collectors increase the density of solar energy by focusing sunlight with reflecting mirrors. Parabolic, compound parabolic and plane mirrors are often used as reflectors. Concentrating thermal collectors can concentrate only directional sunlight coming directly from the sun, and unable to concentrate the scattered diffuse light from the entire three-dimensional sky (Solar Energy Utilization Technology, 2006) .
With the exception of the regions with year-round fine weather, such as desert areas, the proportion of scattered light is high in most regions of the world, In Japan about half of the annual solar radiation is the scattered light. The solar radiation is the only scattered light in a day on which mean cloudiness is more than 8.5. There are more than 180 days in the Sea of Japan side from San-in to Hokkaido (National Atlas of Japan, 1990) . Therefore, a collector for focusing the only scattered light from the entire three-dimensional sky to a point is needed in the Sea of Japan side.
So far the efficiency, optical properties and effect of the scattered light focusing by various collectors have been studied. Badescu has determined the maximal efficiency of multiple scattered light focusing with plate-type thermal collector (Badescu, 1991) . Norton et al. clearly established the optical properties of symmetric and asymmetric compound parabolic mirrors for direct light, but showed that it is insufficient for the scattered light (Norton, et al., 1991) . Eames et al. have revealed the effect of solar radiation conditions for direct and scattered light in compound parabolic mirrors (Eames and Norton, 1992) . The study of light reflectors and condensers has been carried out in order to focus the scattered light more effectively. Winston, by arranging side-by-side several compound parabolic mirrors, demonstrated Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] better focusing of the scattered light even without tracking than conventional solar concentrators (Winston, 1974) . Mather et al. demonstrated efficient focusing of the scattered light by circular and involute reflectors without need of tracking (Mather and Beekley, 1976) . Bassett et al. demonstrated the optimal reflector shape for efficient scattered light focusing by dividing reflector into several small plates (Bassett and Derrick, 1979) . Rao et al., estimating fine weather and scattered light condition time, designed a flat collector considering the maximization of the annual average incident solar energy and minimum monthly incident solar energy, and minimization of costs (Rao and Hu, 2010) . Rao et al., estimating fine weather and scattered light condition time, designed a compound parabolic mirror considering the maximization of the annual average incident solar energy and minimum monthly incident solar energy, and minimization of costs (Rao, et al., 2014) . These studies were discussed about two-dimensional light reflectors and condensers. It is insufficient to focus the scattered light from the entire three-dimensional sky. Sellami et al., by using a three-dimensional square elliptic hyperbolic mirror, showed the possibility to focus three-dimensional direct and scattered light to small solar cells throughout a day (Sellami, et al., 2012) . It is importance for the three-dimensional square elliptic hyperbolic mirror to enter direct light to the small solar cells.
In the present study a multi-part mirror is developed for focusing only a three-dimensional scattered light effectively. The multi-part mirror is composed from several elliptic mirrors. Several elliptic mirrors are installed on the surface of the multi-part mirror. Primary focal points of all elliptic mirrors lie on the surface of the multi-part mirror. Secondary focal points of all elliptic mirrors are located in the same point above the multi-part mirror. The mirror surface of elliptic mirrors is small; so many elliptic mirrors are densely placed on the multi-part mirror. A large amount of light passing from various directions through the primary focal points densely packed on the multi-part mirror surface is reflected from the mirror surface and focused in the secondary focal points. The multi-part mirror was designed as described above. Mirror surfaces of the elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror and location of primary focal points of the elliptic mirrors were designed. Design parameters necessary to densely place the elliptic mirrors on the multi-part mirror were determined. The actual multi-part mirror was manufactured using these determined design parameters. The manufactured multi-part mirror was exposed to a diffused light. The intensity of scattered light focused in the secondary focal points was measured. The measured light intensity shows the focusing efficiency of the multi-part mirror.
Construction of the multi-part mirror
This section describes the construction and function of the multi-part mirror. In order to create the multi-part mirror, it is necessary to establish the coordinate system of elliptic mirrors and multi-part mirror. The next section explains Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] 
Construction and function
The multi-part mirror is composed from several elliptic mirrors. Fig. 1 shows the mechanism of an elliptic mirror of the multi-part mirror. An elliptic mirror has primary and secondary focal points. The mirror surface of elliptic mirrors is located on primary focal point side, on the axis passing through primary and secondary focal points, as a boundary for a plane passing through the vertical and the primary focal point. Light passing through the primary focal point is reflected and focused in the secondary focal point. The light passes through the primary focal point from direction of hemisphere located between primary and secondary focal points with the center in the primary focal point. Using the elliptic lenses, it is possible to collect the light passing through the primary focal point from large area. Fig. 2 shows construction of the multi-part mirror. The multi-part mirror consists from several elliptic mirrors shown on the fig. 1 , and a base. All elliptic mirrors are mounted on the base of the multi-part mirror. By mounting all elliptic mirrors on the base of the multi-part mirror, all secondary focal points of elliptic mirrors are placed in one point. Light passing through the primary focal points of all elliptic mirrors is reflected by the surface of the mirror and focused in the secondary focal point. All elliptic mirrors can collect individually the light passing through focal points from wide range of hemispherical directions. The multi-part mirror is able to efficiently focus scattered and diffused light coming from different directions. By making the mirror surface of elliptic mirrors small, it is possible to place many elliptic mirrors densely on the multi-part mirror. A large amount of light, passing from various directions through the primary focal points densely packed on the multi-part mirror surface, is reflected from the surface of the mirror and focused in the secondary focal point.
Design of the multi-part mirror
In order to create the multi-part mirror, it is necessary to establish the coordinate system of elliptic mirrors and multipart mirror. Coordinate system of the multi-part mirror is shown on the fig. 3 . The coordinate system of the multi-part mirror is a three dimensional coordinate system X −Y −Z with origin O in the common secondary focal point of all elliptic mirrors, horizontally oriented X and Y axes and vertically oriented Z axis. The coordinate system of the elliptic mirror with primary focal point F 00 is a three dimensional coordinate system X 00 − Y 00 − Z 00 with origin O 00 in the secondary focal point, horizontally oriented X 00 and Y 00 axes and vertically oriented Z 00 axis. The X 00 − Y 00 − Z 00 coordinate system with origin O 00 and axes X 00 , Y 00 and Z 00 coincides with the X − Y − Z coordinate system with origin O and axes X, Y and Z. Coordinate system of an elliptic mirror with primary focal point F j0 is a three dimensional coordinate system X j0 − Y j0 − Z j0 with origin O j0 in the secondary focal point, horizontally oriented X j0 and Y j0 axes and vertically oriented Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] Z j0 axis. Coordinate system X j0 − Y j0 − Z j0 is the coordinate system X 00 − Y 00 − Z 00 rotated around axis Y 00 by the angle θ j . Coordinate system of an elliptic mirror with primary focal point F jk is a three dimensional coordinate system X jk − Y jk − Z jk with origin O jk in the secondary focal point, horizontally oriented X jk and Y jk axes and vertically oriented Z jk axis. Coordinate system X jk − Y jk − Z jk is the coordinate system X j0 − Y j0 − Z j0 rotated around axis Z j0 by the angle ϕ jk . Number j of elliptic mirror rotated around Y 00 axis and number k of elliptic mirror rotated around Z 00 axis are natural numbers including 0.
The design of multi-part mirror consists from the definition of the mirror surface of elliptic mirrors, position and angle of primary focal points of elliptic mirrors, number and area of elliptic mirrors and design parameters. The design method of multi-part mirror is illustrated on the fig. 4 . There is a distance between adjacent elliptic mirrors on the multi-part mirror. Define the diameter of mirror surface of elliptic mirror as d e , and the distance between edges of mirror surfaces of adjacent mirrors as g e . Define the angle of rotation around Y 00 axis between primary focal points F 00 and F 10 of adjacent elliptic mirrors as θ. Define the angle of rotation around Z 00 axis between primary focal points F 10 and F 11 of adjacent elliptic mirrors as ϕ 1 .
Mirror surface of elliptic mirror
In order to design mirror surface of an elliptic mirror, it is necessary to define focal distance and equation of the ellipse, and height and mirror surface area of the elliptic mirror. The mirror surface of elliptic mirror is obtained by rotating ellipse plotted in the X 00 − Z 00 plane and rotating it around Z 00 axis. If we denote the major axis of the ellipse as 2l e and minor axis as 2s e , then focal distance f e of the ellipse can be expressed as:
Denoting coordinates in the X 00 − Y 00 − Z 00 coordinate system as (x 00 , y 00 , z 00 ), the ellipse equation can be expressed as:
Elliptic mirror height h e :
Using (2) 
Using (4), we can express b e member of the mirror surface area of the elliptic mirror:
Using (4), we can express c e member of the mirror surface area of the elliptic mirror:
2.2.2. Position and angle of the first focal point of the elliptic mirror In order to place the designed elliptic mirror on the multi-part mirror, it is necessary to obtain coordinates and angle of the primary focal point of the elliptic mirror. Coordinates (x F00 , y F00 , z F00 ) of the primary focal point F 00 can be expressed as:
Using equations (1) and (2), we can express diameter d e :
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Expressing angle θ from equation (9), obtain:
Defining the number of elliptic mirrors rotated around axis Y 00 as n r the rotation angle θ j of primary focal point of elliptic mirror j around Y 00 axis can be expressed as:
Coordinates (x F j0 , y F j0 , z F j0 ) of the primary focal point F j0 :
The number of elliptic mirrors n c j rotated around Z 00 axis will be:
The angle ϕ j between primary focal points of adjacent elliptic mirrors rotated around Z 00 axis:
The angle ϕ jk will be:
Coordinates (x F jk , y F jk , z F jk ) of the primary focal point F jk :
The number and area of elliptic mirrors
Calculate the number and area of elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror. The total number of elliptic mirrors n m in the multi-part mirror will be:
The total area of all elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror can be expressed a m :
Selecting design parameters
In order to design the multi-part mirror, it is necessary to select design parameters. Table 1 contains design parameters of elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror. In order to locate primary focal points of elliptic mirrors densely on the multi-part mirror, diameter d e and distance g e were selected as small as possible so that elliptic mirrors were manufacturable. The design parameters of the multi-part mirror are shown in the table 2. These design parameters were calculated basing on design parameters of elliptic mirrors in the table 1, and using the design method described above. Tables 3 and 4 contain coordinates (x F jk , y F jk , z F jk ) of primary focal points F jk of elliptic mirrors used in the multi-part mirror. 
Multi-part mirror performance evaluation
Actual multi-part mirror representing the designed mirror was manufactured. A flat mirror was created to compare the performance of the multi-part mirror. Experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of the manufactured multi-part mirror. Methods, equipment and results of the experiment are described below.
Manufacturing the mirror
To evaluate the performance of the multi-part mirror, actual mirror was manufactured. A flat mirror was also created to compare its performance with that of the multi-part mirror. 3.1.1. Multi-part mirror -397.149 -397.149 -397.149 -397.149 -397.149 -397.149 mirrors were manufactured using design parameters listed in table 1 and length dimension tolerance ±0.1mm. The elliptic mirrors were molded from resin. Polycarbonate was used as a material for elliptic mirrors. Mirror surface was plated with aluminum and coated with silicon dioxide. Average mirror surface accuracy was 2,293.9nm. The elliptic mirrors were fixed in holes drilled in the base of the multi-part mirror. The aluminum alloy A5052 was used as the material of the base. Matt black coating was used to make the surface of the base non-reflective. The multi-part mirror was manufactured using design parameters listed in table 2 and coordinates listed in tables 3 and 4, setting length dimension tolerance ±0.6mm and angle dimension tolerance ±8.726×10 −4 .
Flat mirror
The flat mirror is shown on the fig. 6 . An aluminum plane mirror (round) manufactured by Sigma Koki Co. Ltd with protective coating and aluminum coating TFA-80C12-1 was used as the flat mirror. The material of the TFA-80C12-1 is a hard glass. Mirror surface was plated with aluminum and coated with magnesium fluoride. Mirror surface accuracy was within 632.8nm. Surface area of the flat mirror a p was selected according to the following equation:
Experimental method
An experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of the manufactured multi-part mirror. During the experiment light intensity was adjusted and illumination intensity was measured. The measured object was exposed to scattered diffuse light from the light source, and intensity of the reflected light was measured. Multi-part mirror base, multi-part mirror and flat mirror were selected as measured objects. The illumination intensity was measured with installed illuminance meter receiver, while adjusting the light intensity from the light source. Intensity of reflected light was measured while adjusting the light source in the following conditions: without measured object, with multi-part mirror base, multi-Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] 
Taking into account the influence of illumination intensity i n , the focusing efficiency e p can be expressed as: The table 5 shows the relationship between the number of mirrors n m and areas a m and a p . To compare the multi-part and flat mirrors, their areas a m and a p were set to the same value by selecting correspondent n m value.
Equipment used in the experiment
Special equipment was constructed for the experiment. The structure of the equipment is shown on the fig. 7 . The experimental equipment is covered by light shielding plate. LED light source and reflective board are installed inside the dome light. The reflective board was made as a semicircle that can rotate around Z axis above the X − Y plane of the X − Y − Z coordinate system. The equation of the semicircle:
The reflective board can be used to create the scattered light. To measure the source light intensity, the center of the light receiving surface of the light receiver was placed at coordinates (0, 0, −2 f e ). The light receiving surface was oriented in Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] fig. 8 . The experimental equipment consists from the dome light, light intensity adjustment device, illuminance meter and light receiver of the illuminance meter. In the center inside the dome light the light receiver of the illuminance meter, the multi-part mirror base and the multi-part or flat mirror are installed. The HPD2-400SW light unit by CCS Inc. is used as the dome light, and PD2-5024 is used as the dome light power source. The HPD2-400SW light unit can produce uniform diffused light in wide area outside the dome, by irradiating the reflective board inside the dome using white LEDs installed inside the dome. The PD2-5024 light control unit can turn dome light ON and OFF. When ON, light intensity can be adjusted in 16 coarse steps and 15 fine steps, 256 steps in total. When adjusting the light, m l value corresponds to the coarse adjustment step, and the fine adjustment regulator is fixed on the step 1. The Konica Minolta T-10MA device is used as illuminance meter. The T-10MA device consists from illuminance meter and light receiver. The diameter of the light receiver is 14mm. It can receive light from all directions inside the hemisphere located on the light receiving surface. Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] Fig. 10 shows the interior of the experimental equipment during the experiment. Fig. 10(a) shows the light receiver of the illuminance meter installed. Fig. 10(b) shows the interior without measured object. Fig. 10(c) shows the base of the multi-part mirror. Fig. 10(d) shows the multi-part mirror. Finally, fig. 10(e) shows the flat mirror. Light adjustment level m l was set to 16. Light reflection by the light shielding board was confirmed. Comparing to the light shielding board, the multi-part mirror base does not reflect light. Each elliptic mirror of the multi-part mirror brightly reflects diffused light. The flat mirror does not reflect diffused light.
Experiment results
The graph on fig. 11 shows the relationship between illuminance i l and light adjustment steps m l , when m l changes from 2 to 16. When m l changes from 2 to 16, illuminance i l increases proportionally. When light adjustment step m l =16 is set, illuminance i l is 18,320lx. The graph on fig. 12 shows the relationship between illuminance values i n and i b and illuminance i l . When i l changes from 1,172lx to 18,320lx, illuminance values i n and i b increase proportionally. Increase rate of i b value is higher than that of i n . When illuminance i l =18,320lx is set, illuminance i n is 143.81lx and i b is 131.31lx. Comparing to i l value 18,320lx, these illumination levels are small. Therefore, to calculate the light focusing efficiency values e m and e p , it is necessary to consider illuminance values i b and i n . The relationship between illuminance i m and illuminance i l is shown on fig. 13 , Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] Fig. 10 Image of inside of experimental equipment in testing of light focusing efficiency e m is higher than that of e p . Thus, by increasing the number of elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror, it is possible to increase the light focusing efficiency proportionally to the number of mirrors. Sellami et al., by using the three-dimensional square elliptic hyperbolic mirror, showed a result to achieve about 70% light focusing efficiency at an incidence angle of 0, showed a result to achieve about 10% light focusing efficiency at an incidence angle of -85 and 85 (Sellami et al., 2012) . In the present study, the number of mirrors n m of 77,544 is needed to achieve 70% light focusing efficiency, the number of mirrors n m of 11,053 is needed to achieve 10% light focusing efficiency.
Conclusion
In the present study a multi-part mirror for focusing a scattered light was developed. The structure and functions of the multi-part mirror consisting from multiple elliptic mirrors were described. Basing on the structure and functions, the multi-part mirror was designed. Mirror surface and position of the primary focal point of elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirrors were determined. Design parameters were selected to place the elliptic mirrors densely on the multipart mirror. The actual multi-part mirror was manufactured using the determined design parameters. The manufactured multi-part mirror was exposed to diffused light. Intensity of diffused light focused in the secondary focal point was measured. The measured light intensity was used to calculate the light focusing efficiency of the multi-part mirror. When 410 elliptic mirrors were used, the light focusing efficiency of the correspondent multi-part mirror was 0.00389. It was demonstrated, that by increasing the number of elliptic mirrors comprising the multi-part mirror, it is possible to increase the light focusing efficiency proportionally to the number of mirrors.
In the future author is planning to further increase the light focusing efficiency of the multi-part mirror by further reducing diameter of the elliptic mirrors, increasing the number of the elliptic mirrors and placing them more even densely in the multi-part mirror.
Matsumoto, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] , Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.3 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00520] Fig. 17 Efficiency of multi-part mirror in which case area of multi-part mirror is increased Fig. 18 Efficiency of plane mirror in which case area of plane mirror is increased
